We can directly investigate the ground state in magnetization-plateau fields (plateau ground state) using neutron diffraction measurements. We performed neutron diffraction measurements on the spin-5/2 trimer substance SrMn 3 P 4 O 14 in magnetizationplateau fields. The integrated intensities of magnetic reflections calculated using an expectation value of each spin in a plateau ground state of an isolated-trimer model agree well with those obtained experimentally in the magnetization-plateau fields. We succeeded in direct observation of a plateau ground state in SrMn 3 P 4 O 14 .
Introduction
During typical quantum-mechanics calculations, we first calculate eigenstates and eigenenergies of a model Hamiltonian and then calculate physical quantities such as magnetization and specific heat. We compare the experimentally obtained physical quantities of a substance and those calculated in a hypothesized model Hamiltonian.
Then we judge whether the hypothesized model is applicable to the substance. We do not usually investigate the eigenstates themselves directly in experiments.
We can directly investigate a ground state in magnetic fields where a quantum magnetization plateau appears (plateau ground state) using neutron diffraction measurements as explained below. 1 Before providing an explanation, we describe a quantum magnetization plateau. 2, 3 The magnetization of a plateau ground state takes its maximum value because of the magnetic fields. Excited states cannot contribute to magnetization because of energy gaps separating the plateau ground state and excited states.
Therefore, magnetization cannot increase and the quantum magnetization plateau appears.
The existence of an energy gap is important for the occurrence of a quantum magnetization plateau. It can be confirmed using other methods. A zero-magnetization plateau appears in spin systems possessing spin-singlet ground state(s) and a spin gap separating the ground and first-excited states. Examples are Haldane substances, 
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In a plateau ground state, a magnetic moment on each site must be fully polarized parallel and anti-parallel to external magnetic fields when S jz value on the site is positive and negative, respectively. 14 Here, S jz is an expectation value of spin on an j-th magnetic-ion site in the plateau ground state. 14). 15 The lattice constants at 4.0 K are a = 7.661(1)Å, b = 7.784(1)Å, c = 9.638(1) to magnetic fields in magnetization-plateau fields. Therefore, the 1/3 magnetization plateau appears ( S T z = S 1z + 2 S 2z = 5/2). We performed neutron diffraction measurements of SrMn 3 P 4 O 14 in magnetic fields.
In analyses, we assumed that the plateau ground state in SrMn 3 P 4 O 14 was close to that in the isolated AF spin-5/2 trimer. Experimental integrated intensities of magnetic reflections are consistent with integrated intensities of magnetic reflections calculated using S jz values expected in the isolated trimer ( S 1z = −25/14 and S 2z = 15/7).
Methods of Experiments
Single crystals of SrMn 3 P 4 O 14 were synthesized under hydrothermal conditions at 473 K. Details of the synthesis have been reported elsewhere. 15 Each crystal was small.
For that reason, we pulverized crystals. We entered powders in paraffin molten by heating and embedded the powders in solid paraffin. We measured magnetizations of the powders embedded in solid paraffin up to H = 5 T and down to 1.8 K using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (MPMS-5S; Quantum Design).
We conducted neutron diffraction experiments at the Swiss spallation neutron source (SINQ) in Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI). We used the high-resolution powder diffractometer for thermal neutrons HRPT. 18 The wave length λ was 2.45Å. Magnetic fields of 0 -6 T were applied almost perpendicular to the scattering plane using a superconducting magnet. The deviation from 90
• of the angle between the scattering vector Q and magnetic field H is less than 6 • (cos 6 • = 0.995). We used pressed pellets of SrMn 3 P 4 O 14 to minimize the problem of powder realignment in strong magnetic fields.
We performed Rietveld refinements of the crystal structure using the FULLPROF Suite program package, 19 using its internal tables for scattering lengths.
Results and discussion
The circles in Fig. 2(a) show a neutron diffraction pattern of SrMn 3 P 4 O 14 pellets at 20 K in 0 T (paramagnetic state). We performed Rietveld refinements of the crystal structure. We assume that directions of domains are randomly distributed both in the present (pellet) and previous (powder) samples. and paramagnetic components. Therefore, the inconsistency appears. In Fig. 3 , diffuse scattering is apparent at 2θ = 20 ∼ 34
• in low magnetic fields, but it disappears in H ≥ 1 T. The diffuse scattering stems from short-range magnetic correlations in the low-dimensional spin system. With increasing magnetic field, the short-range magnetic correlations are weakened and are replaced by long-range magnetic correlations (the polarized paramagnetic state).
We obtained integrated intensities of nuclear reflections in the diffraction pattern at 1.6 K in 0 T. We calculated integrated intensities of nuclear reflections [I N (Q)] using the following.
Therein,
A is a scaling coefficient. n Q is the number of reflections having the same intensity and We obtained integrated intensities of reflections in the diffraction pattern at 1.6 K in 6 T. The intensities include nuclear and magnetic contributions. We defined that the difference of intensities between 6 T and 0 T at each reflection was an integrated intensity of a magnetic reflection in magnetization-plateau fields. We calculated the integrated intensities of magnetic reflections [I M (Q)] in a neutron powder diffraction pattern using the following:
where
The g value is 1.98. The value of γe 2 mec 2 is 5.39 × 10 −13 cm. f (Q) j is a magnetic form factor of a j-th site ion. 21 The direction of magnetic fields is always almost perpendicular to Q in the experimental setup. As described, in a plateau ground state, a magnetic moment on each site is fully polarized parallel and anti-parallel to external magnetic fields. Therefore, magnetic moments are always almost perpendicular to Q. In Eq. (4), we can input the scalar S jz instead of the vector S j⊥Q (components of S perpendicular to Q).
We assume that the plateau ground state in SrMn 3 P 4 O 14 is close to that in the isolated AF spin-5/2 trimer as shown by the ellipse in Fig. 1 We succeeded in direct observation of the plateau ground state in SrMn 3 P 4 O 14 .
Direct observation of the ground state was also conducted in Ca 3 CuNi 2 (PO 4 ) 4 in 0 T. [22] [23] [24] The spin system is weakly coupled Ni-Cu-Ni trimers. In an isolated Ni-Cu-Ni trimer with single ion anisotropy d(S Niz ) 2 (d < 0), the ground states in the zero field are a doublet with S 
Conclusion
We performed neutron diffraction measurements on SrMn 
